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The following are the first several pages of a 64 page booklet I wrote on divorce and taxes for Commerce Clearing House, Inc. 
(© 1985 Commerce Clearing House, Inc.). It reflects a (then) new set of tax rules that were adopted by the Tax Reform Act of 
1984. 
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DIVORCE AND TAXES 

After the 1984 Tax Legislation 
 

Separating shared lives and shared property is a difficult process for a divorcing husband and wife and their family, and it 

is often made even more so by the increased taxes that may result. The resolution of many of the issues that divide 

husband and wife may carry substantial tax consequences: 

 How will the property be divided? 

 How will the children be cared for? 

 How will a former spouse be supported? 

 

Each of these questions may be an obstacle or an opportunity for planning the financial security of both husband and 

wife as they go their separate ways. 

This Special Report addresses the tax aspects of each of these questions, with an eye to the opportunities they create, 

by bringing together the many disparate portions of the tax law that are of interest to divorcing taxpayers. The Report 

directly addresses these taxpayers, rather than their advisors, inasmuch as finding the best solutions to a divorcing 

taxpayer’s particular tax problems calls for a common understanding between the taxpayer and his or her advisor 

concerning the taxpayer’s needs and desires on the one hand, and the legal and practical consequences on the other. 

Fundamental changes in divorce taxation were made in 1984 as a result of two pieces of tax legislation: the Tax Reform 

Act of 1984, which significantly changed the rules regarding alimony and property settlements, and the Retirement 

Equity Act of 1984, which amended the rules regarding the division of retirement benefits. This Special Report is a 

comprehensive review of the law as amended by this legislation. But inasmuch as prior law has continued application to 

divorces that predated the new law, this Special Report reviews that law as well. 

Commerce Clearing House, Inc. 

March 1985 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

¶1 Tax Planning and Your Divorce 
 

Getting a divorce can be a financially as well as an emotionally draining experience. If you are in the process of a divorce, 

you may be faced with high legal fees and court costs, and you may find that setting up and maintaining a separate 

household may be overwhelming. Along with these expenses comes the prospect of increased taxes, both as you are 

ending your marriage and in future years. 

How to keep this last item of expense to a minimum is the subject of this Special Report. It discusses your change in 

filing status (see ¶32), its impact on your tax rate, and how you can minimize its impact through the careful use of the 

alimony rules (see ¶3 through 13). 

The arrangements you make for child custody and support and for dividing your marital property may also have a 

profound effect on your tax bill, but there is much you can do in adjusting these arrangements to save tax dollars for 

both you and your spouse. 

This Special Report details the many issues that may arise with respect to your children—with particular focus on child 

support (see ¶8,13, 14, 15, and 25), dependency exemptions (see ¶16), medical expenses (see ¶17), and the child care 

credit (see ¶18)—and with respect to the division of your property (see ¶19 through 21)—with particular focus on 

property transfers involving trusts (see ¶13), annuities (see ¶22), life insurance (see ¶23), and retirement benefits (see 

¶24 and 25). Careful attention to these rules will leave you and your spouse more funds to meet the increased expense 

of your newly separated lives. 

 New tax structure 

Divorce tax planning has changed as a result of the substantial revision of the domestic relations tax law wrought by the 

Tax Reform Act of 1984. The emphasis of this Special Report is on the law as changed by the 1984 legislation. For those 

obtaining their divorces in 1985 or after, the new law governs entirely (except to the extent that the IRS and the courts 

will interpret similar provisions in the new law as they did under the old law). 

If you were divorced before 1985, some of the old rules will continue to apply to you for the indefinite future unless you 

take affirmative steps to make the new law apply. This Special Report briefly discusses the state of the former law as it 

may continue to apply to your alimony (see ¶12) and property transfers (see ¶26). 

A brief summary of the changes in the law and their effective dates are at ¶2. 
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¶2 Domestic Relations Tax Reform 
 

In 1984, Congress enacted sweeping reforms of the tax law relating to divorced taxpayers. The most significant vehicle 

for this reform was the Tax Reform Act of 1984.1 Also important was the Retirement Equity Act of 1984.2 Here is a 

summary of the important changes and their effective dates: 

Alimony. The definition of what constitutes deductible alimony has been changed considerably. To qualify for 

alimony treatment, payments no longer need to be “periodic,” nor need they be made in discharge of a marital 

obligation for support. Under the new rules, alimony paid to you under a divorce or separation instrument is 

deductible if (a) it is paid in cash, (b) the payments terminate at the death of the recipient, and (c) other specific 

requirements are met (see ¶3-13). For the first time, under the new rules, you may elect against alimony 

treatment for payments that otherwise qualify (see ¶9). The new rules apply to payments made under divorce 

or separation instruments executed after 1984 and to payments made under pre-1985 instruments if the 

instrument is modified after 1984 and the modification expressly makes the new rules applicable.3 

Property Settlements. Property transfers are no longer taxable events, thereby overruling the “Davis” rule,4 

which provided that property transfers incident to a divorce could result in tax for the transferor, (see ¶19, 20, 

and 26). The new rules apply to transfers made after July 18, 1984, except that transfers made under 

instruments that were already in effect on or before that date continue to be governed by the old rules unless 

you elect otherwise. You may also elect to have the new rules apply to all transfers made after 1983 (see ¶19).5 

Child Support. Alimony payments that are to be reduced upon a contingency relating to your child (such as the 

child’s attainment of a certain age, marriage, death, leaving school, etc.) or at a time clearly associated with such 

a contingency are considered to be nondeductible child support payments to the extent of the reduction under 

the new law (see ¶8). This overrules the doctrine that such payments were to be treated as deductible alimony 

so long as no specific allocation for child support was made (i.e., the “Lester lumping doctrine”; see ¶12). The 

new rule applies to payments made under divorce or separation instruments executed after 1984 and to 

payments made under pre-1985 instruments if the instrument is modified after 1984 and the modification 

expressly makes the new rules applicable.6 

Dependency Exemptions. The rule regarding which parent is entitled to the dependency exemption for a child 

has been changed: For tax years beginning after 1984, the custodial parent has an absolute right to the 

exemption unless he or she signs a written statement relinquishing it to the noncustodial parent. An exception is 

provided if you have a pre-1985 divorce or separation instrument that gives the exemption to the noncustodial 

parent (see ¶16).7 

Retirement Benefits. The rules regarding the division of benefits payable from a qualified retirement plan have 

been clarified. Divisions required by a “qualified domestic relations order” will be recognized under the new 

                                                           
1
 Omitted. 

2
 Omitted. 

3
 Omitted. 

4
 Omitted. 

5
 Omitted. 

6
 Omitted. 

7
 Omitted. 
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rules (see¶24). This is to take effect in 1985, but plan administrators may treat domestic relations orders 

entered before such date in the same way.8 

Changes have also been made regarding head-of-household status (see ¶32); alimony trusts (see ¶13) and annuities (see 

¶22); deductible limits for IRAs maintained by alimony recipients (see ¶25); and the gift and estate tax treatment of 

property settlements (see ¶27). 

  

                                                           
8
 Omitted. 
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ALIMONY AND SEPARATE MAINTENANCE 
 

¶3 Income Splitting Through Alimony 
 

Alimony payments are deductible from your gross income if you are the payor9 and includible in our gross income if you 

are the recipient10 (see “What types of payments qualify?” below). This rule prevents you and your former spouse from 

having to pay a tax “penalty” on your divorce, because it allows you to shift income to whichever of you is likely to be in 

the lower tax bracket. This income shifting usually will result in a lower aggregate tax bill for the two of you, much the 

same as a joint return saved you taxes while you were married. If you and your tax advisor take care to see that your 

divorce settlement payments qualify under the alimony rule, you will be able to pay or be paid more alimony by your 

former spouse, at a lesser after-tax cost, than you could without the deduction. This can be an important point in any 

divorce decree or settlement agreement. How this works is illustrated as follows: 

Example (1): Emily Chambers earns $50,000 in 1985 and pays $18,000 to her husband Bob, who has no 

independent taxable income. The $18,000 payment does not qualify as deductible alimony. Emily’s net income 

after the $18,000 payment and after taxes (assuming the Emily takes on personal exemption and uses Tax Rate 

Schedule X for single taxpayers) is $18,837 ($50,000 - $18,000 payment to Bob - $13,163 in taxes). Bob receives 

the $18,000 tax free. 

Example (2): Assume the same facts as in Example (1), except that Emily pays Bob $25,000 in qualifying alimony. 

Emily’s net income after the $25,000 payment and after taxes is $20,846 ($50,000 - $25,000 payment to Bob - 

$4,154 in taxes), $2,009 more than in Example (1). Bob’s net after-tax income is also increased to $20,846 (the 

tax is on $25,000, assuming one personal exemption and Tax Rate Schedule X for single taxpayers, $2,846 more 

than in Example (1). By qualifying to take advantage of the alimony rule Emily and Bob save a total of $4,855 in 

1985. 

 What types of payments qualify 
The new alimony rules, which apply to payments made under divorce or separation instruments executed or modified 

after 1984 (see ¶4 for a discussion of how the date of your divorce or separation instrument or modification determines 

whether the new or old law applies) treat payments between you and your spouse as includible in the gross income of 

the recipient and deductible by the payor if you do not file a joint return and all of the following requirements are met:11 

(1) the payments are made under the terms of a divorce or separation instrument (see ¶4); 

(2) the payments are made in cash (see ¶5); 

(3) the payments terminate upon the death of the recipient (see ¶6); 

(4) you and your spouse live in separate households if you are legally separated (see ¶7); 

* * * * * 
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 Omitted. 


